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Computer Science : Symbolic and Algebraic Manipulation

Ida, Tetsuo

An Introduction to 
Computational Origami

Treats origami as basic geometrical operations that are represented and 
manipulated symbolically and graphically by computers

Includes detailed explanations how classical and modern geometrical 
problems are solved by origami

Presents verification of origami by computer software

In this book, origami is treated as a set of basic geometricalobjectsthat are represented and 
manipulated symbolically and graphically by computers. Focusing on how classical and modern 
geometrical problems are solved by means of origami, the book explains the methods not only 
with mathematical rigor but also by appealing to our scientific intuition, combining 
mathematical formulas and graphical images to do so. In turn, it discusses the verification of 
origami using computer software and symbolic computation tools. The binary code for the 
origami software, called Eos and created by the author, is also provided.
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